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Morphological evolution during isothermal crystallization over a long time (�3 d) in a crystalline-crystalline diblock

copolymer, poly("-caprolactone)-block-polyethylene (PCL-b-PE), has been investigated at various temperatures Tc by SAXS,

DSC, and FT/IR techniques. The crystallization temperature of PE blocks was sufficiently higher than that of PCL blocks, so

that PE blocks crystallized first by quenching PCL-b-PE from a microphase-separated melt into Tc followed by the

crystallization of PCL blocks, and eventually PCL+PE-crystallized morphology was formed in the system. The long period

L, an alternating distance of the morphology, did not change at all during isothermal crystallization after an initial increase in

L by the crystallization of both blocks, indicating no apparent change in the morphology at the late stage crystallization.

However, DSC and FT/IR results revealed that the crystallinity of PCL blocks significantly increased and simultaneously that

of PE blocks decreased moderately with increasing crystallization time at the late stage. These results suggest the partial

melting of PE crystals facilitated by further crystallization of PCL blocks in order to compensate the space previously

occupied by amorphous PCL blocks.
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Crystalline-crystalline diblock copolymers show an inter-

esting morphology formation by the interplay between two

kinds of crystallization starting from the microdomain structure

formed in the melt.1 There are many studies on the crystal-

lization behavior and resulting morphology of double crystal-

line diblock copolymers, such as poly("-caprolactone)-block-

poly(ethylene oxide) (PCL-b-PEO),2–11 poly(p-dioxanone)-

block-PCL (PPDX-b-PCL),12–14 polyethylene-block-PEO (PE-

b-PEO),15–17 poly(L-lactide)-block-PCL (PLLA-b-PCL),18–22

and PCL-b-PE.23–27 In PCL-b-PEO, both blocks have a close

melting temperature Tm and eventually two kinds of crystal-

lization occur simultaneously to result in a characteristic

morphology in the system. In other block copolymers, Tm of

one block is enough higher than that of the other, and

consequently the higher-Tm blocks crystallize first by quench-

ing the copolymer from a microphase-separated melt into low

temperatures, followed by the crystallization of lower-Tm
blocks starting from the crystallized solid morphology already

formed in the system. In dynamic studies on the morphology

formation in such systems, the early stage crystallization of

higher-Tm blocks and/or lower-Tm blocks was mainly inves-

tigated by time-resolved small-angle X-ray scattering with

synchrotron radiation (SR-SAXS), where the SAXS curves

show a drastic change by the crystallization of each block.

We have recently investigated the melting behavior of PCL-

b-PE diblocks by SR-SAXS, and found that the long period L,

an alternating distance of the morphology, changed compli-

catedly during heating.26 In particular, L decreased discontin-

uously at Tm of PCL blocks (lower-Tm blocks) for all PCL-b-

PE copolymers investigated. We speculated that this decrease

in L might arise from further morphological evolution at Tc

over a long time after the early stage crystallization observed

by SR-SAXS. However, this morphological change cannot be

pursued by SR-SAXS, and therefore we have to use conven-

tional techniques to observe it.

In this study, we investigate the morphological evolution

occurring in PCL-b-PE during isothermal crystallization over

3 d by using SR-SAXS, conventional SAXS (C-SAXS), differ-

ential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and Fourier transform

infrared spectroscopy (FT/IR) techniques. We analyze the

local change as well as the total change in morphology at the

late stage crystallization. We finally try to explain the

characteristic melting behavior previously observed in PCL-

b-PE on the basis of morphological evolution found in this

study.

EXPERIMENTAL

Samples

The PCL-b-PE copolymer was obtained by the hydro-

genation of a PCL-block-polybutadiene (PCL-b-PB) copolymer

anionically synthesized. The methods of PCL-b-PB synthesis

and the hydrogenation were already described elsewhere.28,29

Molecular characteristics of PCL-b-PE, together with those of

PCL and PE homopolymers, are shown in Table I, where the

total number-averaged molecular weight Mn is 13,000, which

means the microdomain structure is not stable against the

crystallization of PE blocks yielding a morphological trans-

formation from a microdomain structure into a solid lamellar

morphology (break-out crystallization).23 The PCL and PE

homopolymers were commercial products.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Measurements

A Perkin Elmer DSC Pyris 1 was used to investigate the

melting temperature and the crystallinity of PCL and PE

blocks. The samples isothermally crystallized at each crystal-

lization temperature Tc (25 �C � Tc � 45 �C) for selected

crystallization times tc (� 4300min) were heated at 10 �C/

min, where we observed endothermic peaks due to the melting

of both blocks. The crystallinity of PCL and PE blocks,

�PCLðtcÞ and �PEðtcÞ, was calculated by assuming that the heat

of fusion for perfect PCL and PE crystals was 135.4 J/g30 and

277 J/g,31 respectively.

Synchrotron Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SR-SAXS)

Measurements

Microphase-separated samples at 120 �C were quenched into

each Tc (25
�C � Tc � 50 �C), and the early stage crystalliza-

tion (tc < 60min) was pursued by a time-resolved SR-SAXS

method.

The SR-SAXS measurement was performed at Photon

Factory in high-energy accelerator research organization,

Tsukuba Japan, with a small-angle X-ray equipment for

solution installed at beam line BL-10C. Details of the equip-

ment and the intensity correction procedure were already

described elsewhere.32–34 Accumulation time for each frame

was 10 s, and measurements were continued until an integrated

intensity did not practically change any more. The SAXS

curves were finally obtained as a function of s ¼ ð2=�Þ sin �,
where � is the wavelength of incident X-ray (¼ 0:1488 nm)

and 2� the scattering angle. Parameters characterizing the

crystallization behavior were finally extracted from these

SAXS curves as a function of tc. In this study, we focus our

attention on the tc dependence of long period L.

Conventional Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (C-SAXS)

Measurements

C-SAXS measurements were performed by using a Rigaku

Nano-Viewer with a rotating-anode X-ray generator operating

at 45 kV and 60mA to pursue the late stage crystallization

(60min � tc � 4300min), where the sample was isothermally

crystallized at each Tc. The detector was a one-dimensional

position-sensitive proportional counter (PSPC), and the accu-

mulation time for each measurement was 1 h. Methods of data

treatment were the same to those of SR-SAXS measurements.

Here, we also evaluated the tc dependence of L, and eventually

we could obtain the change in L over a whole crystallization

process (0min < tc � 4300min) by the combined methods of

SR-SAXS and C-SAXS.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT/IR) Meas-

urements

FT/IR spectra were recorded during isothermal crystalliza-

tion (tc � 4300min) at selected Tc ranging from 25 �C to 53 �C

using JASCO FT/IR6200 spectrometer with a spectral reso-

lution of 4 cm�1, and the time evolution of relative crystallinity

for PCL and PE blocks, �0
PCLðtcÞ and �0

PEðtcÞ, was evaluated.
The sample was first dissolved in toluene and thin films (ca.

100 mm in thickness) were prepared by the solution-casting

method on a silicone plate. The absorption bands at 731 cm�1

for PCL and PE blocks and at 960 cm�1 for PCL blocks were

mainly analyzed to evaluate the change in �0
PCLðtcÞ and �0

PEðtcÞ
with increasing tc. That is, the band at 960 cm�1 arises from

C-O-C symmetric stretching in PCL crystals35 and that at

731 cm�1 from a combination of CH2 rocking motion in PCL

and PE crystals,35,36 so that we first evaluated �0
PCLðtcÞ from the

960 cm�1 band at each tc, and then �0
PEðtcÞ from the 731 cm�1

band by subtracting �0
PCLðtcÞ. The tail of CH2 rocking motion

of amorphous components, which is centered at 720 cm�1, is

included in the intensity at 731 cm�1,36 but this amount is very

small and eventually does not give the significant influence on

the experimental results obtained.

RESULTS

Long Period Measured by SAXS

Figure 1a shows typical SR-SAXS curves during early stage

crystallization (tc < 40min) for E36 when it is quenched from

120 �C (microphase-separated melt) into 40 �C. We can

observe a sharp diffraction and a small second-order peak

arising from the microdomain structure just after quenching,

which turn quickly into a small scattering peak with a

considerable shift of the peak position, indicating that the

microdomain structure is completely transformed into the

lamellar morphology by the crystallization of PE blocks (PE

lamellar morphology). This PE lamellar morphology is not

regular compared to the microdomain structure, so that the

intensity peak is diffuse without any higher-order peaks. After

some induction time, the peak intensity increases gradually

with increasing tc, which suggests that PCL blocks start to

crystallize from the existing PE lamellar morphology. The late

stage crystallization (tc > 60min) was pursued by C-SAXS.

Figure 1b shows C-SAXS curves at selected tc indicated, where

the peak intensity and peak position remain almost constant

irrespective of tc. These facts suggest that C-SAXS methods

cannot detect any substantial change in the morphology at the

late stage crystallization.

The long period of lamellar morphology L for E36, obtained

from Lorentz-corrected SR-SAXS and C-SAXS curves, was

plotted in Figure 2 against tc for selected Tc, where open

symbols were obtained by SR-SAXS and closed symbols by

C-SAXS. The value of L increases suddenly at the beginning of

crystallization (tc < 0:2min) and after that it shows a two-step

Table I. Samples used in this study

sample code total Mn
a) Mw=Mn

b) PCL:PEc)

(vol.%)

PCL:PEc)

(wt.%)

Tm;PCL
d)

(�C)

Tm;PE
d)

(�C)

E36 13,000 1.16 64:36 69:31 59 97

PEe) 4,700 1.05 0:100 0:100 — 99

PCLe) 11,000 1.18 100:0 100:0 55 —

a)determined by membrane osmometry. b)determined by GPC.
c)determined by 1H NMR. d)determined by DSC. e)obtained from Polymer
Source Inc., and the molecular parameters are provided by the manufac-
turer.
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increase at the initial stage (see, for example, data at 40 �C),

and they connect consistently with L obtained by C-SAXS. In

addition, the final L increases smoothly with increasing Tc, as

shown in Figure 3; at lower Tc (< 35 �C) L is almost constant

while it increases moderately with increasing Tc. We previ-

ously reported the Tc dependence of L and explained it by the

difference in crystallization mechanism between higher Tc and

lower Tc;
23,24 at lower Tc PCL blocks crystallize within the

existing PE lamella morphology while at higher Tc they

crystallize by destroying or deforming the existing PE lamellar

morphology to form a new lamellar morphology favorable for

the crystallization for PCL blocks (PCL lamellar morphology).

Figures 2 and 3 show that L at the late stage crystallization

does not depend on tc but significantly depends on Tc. Figure 2

is quite different from the crystallization behavior usually

observed in homopolymers, that is, L increases steadily with

increasing tc for homopolymer crystallization.37,38 This fact is
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Figure 1. (a) Time-resolved SR-SAXS curves when E36 is quenched from the microphase-separated melt into Tc ¼ 40 �C. The accumulation time for each
measurement is 10 s. (b) C-SAXS curves at selected crystallization times for E36 crystallized at Tc ¼ 40 �C. The accumulation time for each
measurement is 60min, and the crystallization time represents the middle time during measurement.
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explained by lamella thickening (or decrease in fold number),

and eventually the crystallinity increases gradually with

increasing tc. Therefore, the lamellar morphology formed in

PCL-b-PE seems to be substantially different from that formed

in usual crystalline homopolymers from the viewpoint of the tc
dependence of L at the late stage crystallization.

Crystallinity Measured by DSC

DSC methods were employed to obtain the crystallinity of

PCL blocks �PCLðtcÞ, which is plotted in Figure 4a as a

function of tc for selected Tc. Note that the endothermic peak

for PE melting was considerably small and diffuse compared

to that for PCL melting (see, Figure 5 of ref 26), so that it

was practically impossible to unambiguously evaluate the tc
dependence of the crystallinity of PE blocks �PEðtcÞ. The value
of �PCLðtcÞ increases drastically at the early stage crystalliza-

tion and then increases gradually with increasing tc, as shown

in Figure 4a. It is known that the overall crystallinity of

crystalline homopolymers at the late stage increases linearly

with log tc, which arises from lamella thickening at this stage.

Marand and Huang, for example, investigated the relation

between crystallinity evolution and melting temperature for a

linear PE fraction, where the PE crystallinity definitely shows a

logarithmic increase with tc at the late stage crystallization.38

In order to quantitatively evaluate the gradual increase in

�PCLðtcÞ at the late stage crystallization, the slope in Figure 4a

is phenomenologically plotted in Figure 4b as a function of

Tc. We can find positive slopes at every Tc which increase

moderately with increasing Tc. Figure 4 indicates clearly that

PCL blocks crystallize further during the late stage, and

moreover the crystallization rate accelerates with increasing Tc.

The tc and Tc dependences of �PCLðtcÞ shown in Figure 4 are

consistent with the results usually observed in crystalline

homopolymers. That is, the crystallization behavior of PCL

blocks starting from the pre-existing PE lamellar morphology

is similar to that of PCL homopolymers starting from the

molten state without any structure.

The DSC results may contain the additional crystallization

and/or melting of PCL blocks during heating process, which

smear out true morphological change occurring at Tc. That is,

the higher crystallinity observed might arise from the re-

crystallization of amorphous PCL blocks during heating from

Tc up to Tm,PCL, which is sometimes observed in homopolymer

crystallization. In order to find the true change in �PCLðtcÞ
during isothermal crystallization at Tc, it is necessary to

evaluate the time evolution of �PCLðtcÞ (and possibly �PEðtcÞ) at
Tc. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) is a suitable method

to observe the time evolution of �PCLðtcÞ and �PEðtcÞ separately
at Tc. However, the diffraction pattern from PE crystals is

almost identical with that from PCL crystals,26,39 so that it

is impossible to evaluate �PCLðtcÞ and �PEðtcÞ separately by

WAXD. Therefore we employed FT/IR methods to do it.

Crystallinity Measured by FT/IR

Figure 5 shows typical FT/IR curves of E36 crystallized at

Tc ¼ 40 �C for tc ¼ 4300min. We analyzed the bands appear-

ing at 960 cm�1 and 731 cm�1, the former represented the

relative crystallinity of only PCL blocks, while the latter the

combined crystallinity of PCL and PE blocks (see, the insets in
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Figure 4. (a) The crystallinity of PCL blocks obtained by DSC plotted against crystallization time for E36 crystallized at 25 �C ( ), 40 �C ( ), and 45 �C ( ).
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Figure 5). We first evaluated the ratio of the band intensity at

960 cm�1 and 731 cm�1 for a PCL homopolymer and found to

be 1.30, and then separated the 730 cm�1 band into two, one

arising from PCL crystals and the other from PE crystals to

evaluate �0
PCLðtcÞ and �0

PEðtcÞ separately.
The tc dependence of the 730 cm�1 band (proportional to

�0
PCLðtcÞ þ �0

PEðtcÞ), the 960 cm�1 band (�0
PCLðtcÞ), and the

730 cm�1 band only arising from PE crystals (�0
PEðtcÞ) was

shown in Figure 6. The absorbance by PCL crystals increases

significantly while that by PE crystals decreases slightly with

increasing tc. This fact indicates that PCL blocks crystallize

steadily during the late stage crystallization, which is the same

result obtained by DSC. The new finding obtained in this study

is that PE crystals gradually melt according as further

crystallization of PCL blocks, that is, the (PCL) crystalliza-

tion-induced (PE) melting was observed during the late stage

crystallization of PCL-b-PE.

This crystallization-induced melting was first reported by

Hamley et al.22 using a time-resolved WAXD method in a

crystalline-crystalline diblock copolymer, poly(L-lactide)-

block-poly("-caprolactone) (PLLA-b-PCL), where the primary

crystallization of amorphous PCL blocks (lower-Tm blocks)

yielded the partial melting of pre-existing PLLA crystals

(higher-Tm blocks) just after quenching PLLA-b-PCL into low

temperatures. They concluded that the melting of PLLA

crystals occurred partially in order to compensate the space

previously occupied by amorphous PCL blocks. In our system,

however, the significant melting of PE blocks could not be

detected by FT/IR when PCL blocks started to crystallize.

Alternatively, we confirmed the gradual melting of pre-existing

PE crystals by further crystallization of amorphous PCL blocks

at the late stage. The partial melting of PE crystals seems to

have the same origin with the case of PLLA-b-PCL, that is, it

arises from the compensation of the space previously occupied

by amorphous PCL blocks.

In order to quantitatively analyze the change in �0
PCLðtcÞ and

�0
PEðtcÞ with increasing tc, the slope at late stage crystallization

in Figure 6 is plotted in Figure 7a against Tc, where the slope

of PCL blocks increases significantly with increasing Tc, and

this increase nearly corresponds to the negative slope of PE

blocks (Figure 7b), suggesting a delicate balance between the

partial melting of PE crystals and further crystallization of

amorphous PCL blocks. That is, the increasing amount of PCL

crystals is roughly proportional to the decreasing amount of PE

crystals in the system.

Figure 8 summarizes all experimental results obtained in

this study as a function of Tc, where we plot the difference in

measured values between tc ¼ 4300min and 1000min divided

by the value at tc ¼ 1000min (i.e., Að4300Þ�Að1000Þ
Að1000Þ with A ¼ L,

�PCL, �
0
PCL or �0

PE). By taking these reduced values, which are

roughly correspond to the slopes we have previously intro-

duced in Figures 4b and 7a, it is possible to directly compare

the different sets of experimental results obtained by SAXS,

DSC, and FT/IR.

The difference in L is almost zero irrespective of Tc,

indicating that the macroscopic change in morphology cannot

be detected by SAXS, and the total morphology seems to be

unchanged during the late stage crystallization. The difference

in �PCL measured by DSC takes positive values, indicating the

PCL crystallinity increases significantly during the late stage

crystallization. This increase in �PCL accelerates at higher Tc.

In addition, the Tc dependence of �PCL obtained by DSC is

completely consistent with that obtained by FT/IR, as shown in

Figure 8. However, the difference in �0
PE obtained by FT/IR
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takes negative values, indicating the crystallinity of PE blocks

decreases during the late stage crystallization. In addition, this

decrease accelerates with increasing Tc, which forms a

remarkable contrast with the increase in PCL crystallinity.

From above results we can conclude that the local structure of

the lamellar morphology changes appreciably during the late

stage crystallization. This change will be determined by a

delicate balance between the driving force of PCL crystalliza-

tion and the stability of PE crystals against melting. Therefore,

many factors, such as Tc, molecular weight of each block, and

crystallinity of PE blocks (or ethyl branch content) will totally

affect the result shown in Figure 8.

DISCUSSION

Volume Change by Simultaneous Crystallization and

Melting

Here, we consider the amount of volume change by

simultaneous crystallization and melting at the late stage

crystallization (1000min � tc � 4300min). The volume

change per 1 g PCL-b-PE consists of the volume decrease by

further crystallization of PCL blocks �vPCL and the volume

increase by the melting of PE blocks �vPE, which can be

written as,

�vPCLðTcÞ ¼ �PCLð1000Þ��PCL�w,PCLðvc,PCL � va,PCLÞ ð1Þ
�vPEðTcÞ ¼ �PEð1000Þ��PEð1� �w,PCLÞðvc,PE � va,PEÞ ð2Þ

where �Xð1000Þ (X = PCL or PE) is the crystallinity of 1 g

PCL or PE blocks at tc ¼ 1000min obtained by DSC, ��X is

the reduced difference in crystallinity between tc ¼ 1000min

and 4300min obtained by FT/IR (Figure 8), �w,PCL is the

weight fraction of PCL blocks in the system (Table I), and vc,X
and va,X are the specific volume of crystallized and amorphous

blocks, respectively. For PCL and PE crystals we used

vc,PCL ¼ 0:833 (cm3/g)39 and vc,PE ¼ 1:000 (cm3/g),40 respec-

tively, irrespective of Tc, and for the amorphous PCL30

va,PCL ¼ 0:9106þ ð6:01� 10�4ÞTc ð3Þ

and for the amorphous PE41

va,PE ¼ 1:1696þ ð1:77� 10�4ÞTc ð4Þ

where va,PCL and va,PE are in cm3/g and Tc is in
�C.

Next, we introduce the parameter �ðTcÞ defined by,

�ðTcÞ ¼ �
�vPEðTcÞ
�vPCLðTcÞ

ð5Þ

�ðTcÞ represents the ratio of volume increase by the melting of

PE crystals against volume decrease by the crystallization of

amorphous PCL blocks between tc ¼ 1000min and 4300min.

Therefore �ðTcÞ should be unity when the volume changes of

both blocks are just the same, and it takes the value between

0 and 1 when the volume change of crystallized PCL blocks is

larger than that of melted PE blocks.

Figure 9 shows the Tc dependence of �ðTcÞ, where �ðTcÞ is
equal to or less than 0.5 at every Tc investigated, indicating that

the volume decrease by the crystallization of PCL blocks is

much larger than the volume increase by the melting of PE

crystals. In addition, we can find that �ðTcÞ decreases

significantly with increasing Tc, which mainly arises from the

difference in final crystallinity between PCL and PE blocks

at Tc; �PCLð4300Þ increases steadily with increasing Tc
(Figure 4a) while �PEð4300Þ is almost constant (�27%)

irrespective of Tc. That is, Figure 9 shows that the melting of

PE crystals facilitated by the crystallization of PCL blocks

cannot completely compensate the space previously occupied

by the amorphous PCL blocks, and eventually the density of

amorphous PCL and/or PE blocks is expected to be smaller

than that of amorphous PCL and/or PE homopolymers

because the size of total lamellar morphology (or long period)

does not change at all during the late stage crystallization

(Figure 8). The density of amorphous blocks in the lamellar

morphology further decreases with increasing Tc because the

larger amount of amorphous PCL blocks crystallizes at higher

Tc compared to the melted amount of PE crystals. This

unbalanced change in volume may be responsible for the

characteristic melting behavior previously observed in PCL-b-

PE.26
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Effects of Local Change in Morphology on the Melting

Behavior of PCL-b-PE

In our recent study,26 we reported that L decreased

discontinuously at the melting temperature of PCL blocks

(Tm,PCL) during heating process at a constant rate. This

decrease in L could be observed for all PCL-b-PE copolymers

crystallized at every Tc investigated. Therefore it is expected to

be a general phenomenon observed in the heating process of

crystalline-crystalline diblock copolymers. We found in this

study that PCL blocks crystallized further and simultaneously

PE crystals melted partially during isothermal crystallization

at Tc (< Tm,PCL) with L being unchanged. We qualitatively

discuss here the relationship between the morphological

evolution during isothermal crystallization at Tc and the

discontinuous decrease in L observed at Tm,PCL during

subsequent heating process.

If we assume that the partial melting of PE crystals yields

the lamella thinning of PE crystals, PE lamellae just after the

melting of PCL crystals are thinner than those just before the

crystallization of PCL blocks on quenching into Tc. This

assumption is based on the experimental facts observed in

crystalline homopolymers, where the increase (or decrease) in

crystallinity corresponds to lamella thickening (or thinning),

though we did not detect any significant decrease in the melting

temperature of PE crystals by DSC. This might be ascribed to

the fact that the melting endothermic peak in DSC curves was

too small and diffuse to detect the decrease in Tm,PE. It is

theoretically predicted42,43 that lamella thinning yields more

space to accommodate the amorphous blocks (PCL blocks) to

reduce the long period of the alternating structure consisting of

PE lamellae and amorphous PCL + PE blocks. That is, lamella

thinning may lead to the increase in the average distance of

neighboring junction points between PCL and PE blocks,

which yields the more relaxed conformation of amorphous

PCL blocks to reduce the thickness of amorphous PCL layers.

Therefore, total long period decreases discontinuously on the

melting of PCL blocks, which originally arises from the

gradual thinning of PE lamellae facilitated by further crystal-

lization of PCL blocks at Tc for a long time.

Above speculation is solely based on the assumption that the

decrease in PE crystallinity yields the thinning of PE lamellae

existing in the system. Therefore, it is necessary to understand

detailed changes in local morphology, in particular the change

in PE and PCL crystals, during isothermal crystallization at Tc.

CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the morphological evolution in a PCL-b-PE

copolymer during isothermal crystallization over 3 d as a

function of crystallization temperature Tc by SAXS, DSC, and

FT/IR techniques. Following conclusions were obtained from

this study.

1. The long period L of crystallized morphology did not

change at all during isothermal crystallization except the

initial large increase in L by the crystallization of PE and

PCL blocks, indicating no macroscopic change in total

morphology at the late stage crystallization.

2. The crystallinity of PCL blocks increased significantly

and simultaneously that of PE blocks decreased moder-

ately with increasing crystallization time tc at the late

stage crystallization, suggesting the partial melting of PE

crystals facilitated by further crystallization of PCL

blocks.

3. The PCL crystallinity increased significantly with in-

creasing Tc, and this increase exactly corresponded to the

moderate decrease in PE crystallinity. This fact also

suggests the crystallization-induced melting of PE crys-

tals in our PCL-b-PE copolymer.
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